
                      A major energy company in 
southwest Indiana was having issues getting 
their Wemco submersible pumps that they use 
in their coal yard serviced in a timely manner. 
The repair company they were using was hav-
ing trouble with long lead times on repair parts 
making the turnaround times for the repairs 
extremely long. After securing an appointment 
with the appropriate personnel, we were able to 
get an opportunity to repair one of the pumps as 
a trial to see how we could do. We also agreed 
to stock the appropriate repair parts in our facility 
to eliminate the long lead time for factory parts. 
We were able to cut the pump repair turnaround 
times by at least half or better and have repaired 
several pumps to date. In addition to the repairs, 
our quality work and customer service have 
earned us new replacement pump business as 
well.

The R. A. Ross team solves repair turnaround 
time by at least half or better

SOLUTION:

Left: Wemco model 
4x11 CES, 30 HP, 120 
GPM @100’ TDH, 
pumping coal slurry.

Right: Wemco 
immersible model 
E4K Hidrostal, 30 HP, 
120 GPM @100 TDH, 
pumping coal slurry.

Customer also 
purchased the E4K
Hidrostal with the im-
mersible motor for the 
“run in air” capability on 
the occasion when the 
water level drops below 
the level of the motor.

CASE STUDY

Problem: Long lead times on repair parts
making turnaround times for repairs
extremely long.

R. A. ROSS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
2231-A Ampere Drive, Louisville, KY 40299

RAPID REPAIR

 � Our job is to help keep you up and 
     running.



CONTACT US
Call us for information on how we can help solve 
your problems in any of the following areas:

Pumps�

Blowers�

Filters�

Mixers�

Tanks�

Vacuum Pumps�

Mechanical Seals�

Heat Exchangers�

Repairs�

R. A. Ross & Associates, Inc.
Headquarters
2231 Ampere Drive
Louisville, KY 40299

502 267-8677
Fax 502 266-7928
1 800-489-8677
solutions@raross.com
www.raross.com

Serving Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio and w. Virginia

R. A. ROSS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Keeping process flowing since 1985

The first choice for clog-free pumping

WEMCO®-Hidrostal®

The screw/centrifugal impeller with open channel design 
combines the clog-resistant features of a vortex pump and the 
high efficiency of a centrifugal pump.

The screw section of the WEMCO®-
Hidrostal® pump performs like an 
Archimedes spiral.  In thick sludges, 
slurries, and suspended solids, it 
burrows like a corkscrew to start 
the material pumping and keep it 
pumping. The centrifugal section 
produces steep head-capacity curve 
for non-overlaping performance.

Combined, the screw/centrifugal 
action provides high, hydraulic 
efficiences and clog-resistant pumping.  
The pump is able to handle large soft 
solids with efficiencies of more than 80 
percent.

www.weirpowerindustrial.com/Wemco 
wsprfq@weirgroup.com


